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ABSTRACT

Climate model output often contains significant
biases that need to be removed before the data can
be used for impacts analysis or as a forcing input for
other models.

Many methods of bias correction have been proposed, and analysis of their ability to
reproduce various statistical characteristics of the observational dataset has shown
that distribution mapping performs best (Teutschbein and Seibert, J. Hydrol 2012).
Distribution mapping corrects bias via a transfer function that systematically adjusts
individual data points such that the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the model
data matches the CDF of the observations.
Using cross-validation on synthetic data against an oracle method, we evaluate the
performance of distribution mapping using both empirical CDFs (a.k.a. quantile
mapping) and CDFs from fitted distributions (a.k.a. probability mapping) to determine
the best implementation of distribution mapping.
We then bias-correct daily temperature minimum and maximum data from the GCMdriven simulations in the NARCCAP output archive against the Maurer et al. 1/8degree gridded daily observational dataset using distribution mapping with a fifteenday moving window over the CONUS region. We examine the spatial characteristics
of bias as revealed by this procedure, and the effects of bias correction on the climate
change signal, finding regions both of enhancement and of diminishment.

website: http://narccap.ucar.edu
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ANALYSIS

ORACULAR EVALUATION
To compare the performance of the different bias correction
implementations, we use an “oracle” methodology:
 Create synthetic „model‟ and „observed‟ data
 Knowing source distribution for data exactly, correct model
data to make it statistically indistinguishable from observed
 Perfectly corrected model data is the „oracle‟
 Bias-correct data using other methods and compare to oracle

We use the Maurer 1/8° daily
observational dataset to biascorrect daily Tmin and Tmax using
ECDF quantile mapping for the
GCM-driven NARCCAP runs,
then aggregate both raw and
corrected data to multi-year
seasonal climatology. We then
difference raw and corrected
current and future seasonal
averages to get the bias in the
climate change signal.
(See schematic at right.)

For summer Tmax, the climate
change bias is almost always
positive. The bias pattern
shows strong dependence on
RCM, and little dependence on
driving GCM.
In contrast, winter Tmin climate
change biases are both positive
and negative, and the patterns
of bias exhibit similarities based
on the driving GCM as well as
the nested RCM.
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BIAS CORRECTION VIA
DISTRIBUTION MAPPING
Teutschbein and Seibert show that distribution mapping performs
best overall for bias correction, because it corrects all moments.

Results

RCM-GCM PAIRINGS IN PLOTS AT RIGHT 

There are two primary implementations of distribution mapping:



PMAP performs better than QMAP.

1) Probability Mapping (PMAP)



SMP estimation of distribution parameters performs almost
as well as MLE.



For QMAP, more quantiles is better.*



QMAP with maximum bins (aka ECDF or point mapping)
performs nearly as well as either PMAP.



Number of data points has a bigger effect on performance
than PMAP-MLE vs PMAP-SMP vs ECDF.

xbc = P -1(P(xraw)). Requires known distribution
 Fit distribution parameters for model data and observed data


MLE — Maximum-Likelihood Estimate
Optimal, but computationally expensive



SMP — Use sample mean & s.d. to calculate parameters
Cheap and easy, but vulnerable to outliers

 Convert data values to probabilities using distribution with
parameters fit to model data
 Convert probabilities back to values using distribution with
parameters fit to observations

*This result was highly countertintuitive; we expected that using
many quantiles would result in overfitting. Our tentative
explanation is that the error associated with estimating quantiles
of the underlying distribution shrinks faster with more quantiles
than the error associated with overfitting grows.
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2) Quantile Mapping (QMAP)
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Works on any non-degenerate distribution, known or unknown
 Calculate quantiles of model data and observed data


Nbins — choice of how many quantiles to use
Nbins = Ndata is also called Empirical CDF mapping

 Linearly transform (scale + offset) model values in each
interval so that quantiles of model and observed data align:

IMPLEMENTATION
We use a 15-day moving window across 30 years to
estimate the distribution using ~450 values in order to
correct the values in the central 1 day window. To correct
future data, we apply the same (corresponding) corrections
as for current data. N.B.: This assumes bias is stationary.

PMAP requires that the underlying distribution be known.
For temperatures, the distribution is expected to be
Gaussian. At a test point near Pineville, AR, we test the fit
of the best-fit Gaussian distribution using chi-square (figure
at left; synthetic data from the same distribution shown for
comparison). We find periods of significantly bad fit. On
day 259 (below), the distribution is definitely not Gaussian.

Can we use probability mapping?
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